MANULIFE GLOBAL FUND
ADDENDUM TO HONG KONG OFFERING DOCUMENT
28 June 2013
No copy of the Hong Kong Offering Document dated 18 June 2012 of Manulife Global Fund (the
“Company”) (together with the Addenda dated, respectively, 28 September 2012, and 31
December 2012, the latest annual report and accounts and, if later, the most recent semi-annual
report of the Company) may be distributed unless it is accompanied by this Addendum. This
Addendum should, therefore, be read in conjunction with the Hong Kong Offering Document and
the Addenda dated, respectively, 28 September 2012, and 31 December 2012 and together
construed, as one document. Words and phrases used in this Addendum shall have the same
meanings as are ascribed to them in the Hong Kong Offering Document.
The Hong Kong Offering Document dated 18 June 2012 shall be varied as set out below, with
immediate effect:–
1.

TERMINATION OF THE EMERGING MARKETS INFRASTRUCTURE FUND

1.1 The Emerging Markets Infrastructure Fund was terminated on 28 June 2013. Accordingly, all
references to the term “Emerging Markets Infrastructure Fund” appearing in the Hong Kong
Offering Document shall be deleted in their entirety and should be ignored, including the section
in Appendix I to the Prospectus which relates to the Emerging Markets Infrastructure Fund;
1.2 The total number of Sub-Funds under the Company which is indicated on pages 1 and 9 of the
Prospectus respectively shall be changed from “28” to “26”;
1.3 the number of Sub-Funds which are authorized by the SFC as is indicated on page ii of the Hong
Kong Covering Document shall be changed from “26” to “25”; and
1.4 All references to Macquarie Investment Management Limited (the Investment Manager of the
Emerging Markets Infrastructure Fund) and Macquarie Capital Investment Management LLC (the
Investment Adviser of the Emerging Markets Infrastructure Fund) and their contact details that
appear respectively on pages 7 and 8 of the Prospectus shall be deleted and may be ignored in
their entirety.
2.

NON-LAUNCH OF THE INDIA OPPORTUNITIES FUND

2.1 The India Opportunities Fund, approved by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier
in August 2008, was never launched. Accordingly, all references to the term “India Opportunities
Fund” appearing in the Hong Kong Offering Document shall be deleted in their entirety and
should be ignored, including the section in Appendix I to the Prospectus which relates to the India
Opportunities Fund.
Save as varied above, the provisions of the Hong Kong Offering Document shall remain valid and in
effect.
The Directors of the Company have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained
in this Addendum is true and accurate in all material respects and that no other material facts have
been omitted which would make misleading any statement of fact or opinion contained in this
Addendum and accept responsibility accordingly.
The Board
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